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Rwandan Platform for Dialogue Truth and Justice



PRESS RELEASE RDTJ congratulates ANC leaders ac ANC turns 100 years Johannesburg, South Africa Friday, January 06,2012



The Rwandan Platform for Dialogue Truth and Justice (RDTJ) is a non-profit and apolitical organisation working towards the promotion of dialogue, truth, justice, peace and reconciliation among all Rwandans living in South Africa. RDTJ wishes to warmly congratulate and salute the African National Congress (ANC) on its centenary cerebration on January 08, 2012. You have made a truly and remarkable liberation struggle, notably in South Africa and beyond South African borders. As you commemorate this centenary, we altogether join to celebrate the triumph of the people united in struggle to fight against racism, racial discrimination, sexism, apartheid, division and an oppressive regime. The African National Congress have underscored the achievement of uniting all South Africans behind the vision of a united, non-racial, non-sexist, and democratic South Africa. ANC continues to tirelessly work to ensure that all people who live in South Africa, are secure and feel at home. The tremendous and symbolic achievement is the revelation of the truth that paved the way to reconciliation. This is a cornerstone of peace, unity, social cohesion and nationbuilding. When Nelson Mandela, the Great Champion of all times in the ANC live, relayed his message on National Reconciliation Day in 1995, he said: “Today we no longer vow our mutual destruction but solemnly acknowledge our inter-dependence as free and equal citizens of our common motherland. Today we re-affirm our solemn constitutional compact to live RDTJ: 89 St Frusquin Street, Marlvery, Johannesburg, 2094, South Africa: Cell: +27 (0)82 727 3756; +27 (0)72 544 6622 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected] - RDTJ Kwazulu Natal Branch: P.O Box 10129, Marine Parade, 5056, Durban – South Africa - Cell: +27 (0)82 544 0304, +27 (0)72 544 6622 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected],uk - RDTJ Cape Town Branch: Po Box: 2122, Cape Town, 8000, South Africa Tel: +27 (0)21 69154 - Cell: +27 (0)72 617 7104; +27 (0)83 963 7345 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected]



together on the basis of equality and mutual respect.” This achievement did not come easily. It costs South Africans’ lives. However, you found that there was a need for understanding but not vengeance, a need for reparation but not retaliation, a need for ubuntu but not victimization for the sake of social harmony and development. Rwandan political organisations should learn from you. As RDTJ, we are proud of the ANC, the movement that ensured the defeat of the apartheid regime and promotes constitutional and democratic governance. We salute the heroes and heroines who dedicated their lives to this noble cause. We envy the ANC compatriots, who continue to adhere to the traditional principles of unity, self-service, collective leadership, democratic centralism, debates, humility, honesty, dedication, constructive criticism, discipline, mutual respect, and willingness to serve all people irrespective of their creed, race, colour, descent, citizenship, nationality or country of birth. The leadership of ANC has so far established a society based on democratic values, social justice, and fundamental human rights. Their governance is based on the foundation of a democratic and open society, in which the will of the people prevails. In so doing, the government ensures community participation in building a better life for all. However, the ANC celebrates the 100 years anniversary, at a time South Africa is the first country to host many refugees and asylum seekers from the war-torn African countries and countries which do not respect the principles of dignity, equality, non-racialism and freedom - the nations that oppress and suppress its citizens - the nations with enforced division, ethnic hatred and cleavages, and sustained conflict. Rwanda, our native land, is unfortunately, one of those nations. In the aftermath of a horrific catastrophe, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) adopted the apartheid system which was condemned by the international community under the façade of non-ethnic policy. Today, inside Rwanda, people live under a highly state controlled system; methods of which resemble apartheid of 1947 until late 1980s in South Africa. Through ANC leadership human rights campaign, the apartheid was formally recognised as a crime against humanity by United Nations General Assembly, when it adopted International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid in 1973. Nonetheless, we are confident that ANC is still committed to contribute to the realisation of the unity of the African continent. This commitment has been shown throughout a 100 years. But, we understand that peace, unity and social cohesion are interrelated. There is a need to facilitate other conflicting communities of other nations to resolve their differences through dialogue and reconciliation. RDTJ: 89 St Frusquin Street, Marlvery, Johannesburg, 2094, South Africa: Cell: +27 (0)82 727 3756; +27 (0)72 544 6622 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected] - RDTJ Kwazulu Natal Branch: P.O Box 10129, Marine Parade, 5056, Durban – South Africa - Cell: +27 (0)82 544 0304, +27 (0)72 544 6622 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected],uk - RDTJ Cape Town Branch: Po Box: 2122, Cape Town, 8000, South Africa Tel: +27 (0)21 69154 - Cell: +27 (0)72 617 7104; +27 (0)83 963 7345 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected]



The application of this democratic model in Rwanda post-genocide can contribute positively to the building of a socioeconomic development in transparent and democratic culture of Rwanda today where there is an alarming violation of domestic and international human rights that may lead to subsequent bloodshed.



The members of Rwandan communities continue to flee their country and those who live in exile fear to return home due to the lack of political space, freedom of expression, equal opportunity, safety, sustainable peace, human dignity, judicial independence, respect of the will of the people, dialogue and public participation. The RPF movement has vowed not to sit on the table of dialogue with opposing parties and further, objects to community participation in order to build a better life for all Rwandan inhabitants. We believe that reconciliation in Rwanda is possible. It is a journey all of us must walk, the perpetrators and the oppressed – the winners and the vanquished. A journey to reconciliation is about forgiveness and understanding of the past mistakes – not just for us but for the achievement of sustainable peace in the Great Lakes region and African continent. President Zuma, on the National Day of Reconciliation of 2011, noted that reconciliation “is a two-way process. For reconciliation to take root, all communities must participate in the journey of wiping away the tears and covering the wounds. Reconciliation will succeed if it is a two way process.” The world should be proud of the ANC achievement as we celebrate its 100th anniversary. You are so unique. We take therefore this opportunity to salute the ANC cadres on this important occasion. We call upon the ANC to remind other African leaders of the importance of genuine dialogue, critical debate, reconciliation, human rights and democracy. It is our fervent belief that the movement of ANC has a fundamental role to play in achieving peace and stability in Africa – without military interventions but by facilitating a peaceful dialogue. This opportunity is a moment for RDTJ to congratulate the entire leadership of ANC as the oldest and successful liberation movement which makes the world and Africa continent in particular so proud. As African political exiles, we recall with great honour the peace talks of Burundi in recent years under the hospice of the SA government lead by ANC. On this centenary celebration, may all people living in South Africa continue to extremely enjoy the fruits of the principles of democracy, dignity, equality, human rights and freedoms. Most non-nationals living in South Africa have been deprived of these fruits, not due to the fact that their lands are infertile, but because of the oppressing regimes in their countries of origin. RDTJ: 89 St Frusquin Street, Marlvery, Johannesburg, 2094, South Africa: Cell: +27 (0)82 727 3756; +27 (0)72 544 6622 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected] - RDTJ Kwazulu Natal Branch: P.O Box 10129, Marine Parade, 5056, Durban – South Africa - Cell: +27 (0)82 544 0304, +27 (0)72 544 6622 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected],uk - RDTJ Cape Town Branch: Po Box: 2122, Cape Town, 8000, South Africa Tel: +27 (0)21 69154 - Cell: +27 (0)72 617 7104; +27 (0)83 963 7345 - Email: [email protected]; or [email protected]



RDTJ understands that it, by acting alone, cannot achieve this noble cause. Your mentorship is crucial for the liberation struggle to prevail in Rwanda and all over Africa. As ANC matures and grows stronger, we wish you all the best and encourage you to take a firm stand into defending justice and democracy on the African continent, the only tools that will lead to true freedom and independence. You are heroes and example of African democracy from economic and political dependency. We wish your successful democracy can significantly contribute the liberation of African people and Rwandan citizens that continue to suffer under oppressive regime.



Power to the People – Amandla! Ngawetu! Long live liberation movement – long live!



RDTJ Etienne Mutabazi Chairman
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